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 The Board correctly found Chen in view of Elabbady renders claims 1–5, 

16, 18, 24–26, 32–38, 40–42, 49, 51–53, 55, and 58–61 obvious. Paper 15 (“Dec.”) 

at 14–22. Chen qualifies as prior art, at least because it is entitled to the benefit of 

the provisional filing, and also because Patent Owner (“PO”) failed to show full 

support for the ’183 patent in the provisional application filed May 10, 2002. The 

Board’s determination that the challenged claims are unpatentable remains 

unrefuted, and should be maintained. 

I. Chen is prior art under 35 U.S.C. § 102(e). 

U.S. Patent 8,479,238 (“Chen”), filed May 14, 2002, is prior art to the ’183 

patent for two reasons. First, Chen is entitled to the priority benefit of U.S. 

Provisional Patent Application 60/290,788, filed on May 14, 2001 (“the Chen 

provisional”), which is earlier than the earliest effective filing date of the ’183 

patent. Second, PO fails to demonstrate that U.S. Provisional Patent Application  

60/379,635, filed on May 10, 2002 (“the ’635 provisional”), fully supports the ’183 

patent claims. Therefore, the ’183 patent has an effective filing date after Chen’s 

actual filing date of May 14, 2002. 

A. The Chen provisional fully supports the Chen patent. 

 Chen is entitled to the effective filing date of the provisional, May 14, 2001, 

because the Chen provisional fully supports all of Chen’s claims. For brevity, in 
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the chart below the Chen claim elements are abridged, yet citations to the Chen

provisional demonstrate exemplary support for the entire claim element:

Chen Patent (EX1003) Exemplary Support in Chen Provisional

Claim Element (EX1010)

[l.A] A mobile system Pg. 7, Fig. 4:

comprising:

a processor; [T]he user uses a personal remote (e.g., PDA) to

a graphic display; find/select video or multimedia content to be

a display controller delivered on a separate device

a network interface... the control device could play preview video. ..
The data communications of the control device are

preferably wireless and may employ Bluetooth,
IEEE 802.11b infrared or other means.

[1.B] (1) a video server...; Pg. 8:

[V]ideo material is preferably digitized and

compressed in a standard format such as MPEG-2

and stored on a video server. . .The preferred

embodiment maintains multiple versions of the

video, and the highest possible quality version is
selected

[1.C] (2) a multimedia Pg. 7, 116:
server. ..:

The method involves retrieving video material
from a multimedia database and associated video

server.

Pg. 8:

During searching the multimedia database also

generates content 1) it conveys a summary or

condensed representation of the video program

for browsing, and 2) it acts as a dynamic control pad

for initiating Video playback.

The video is preferentially analyzed automatically to
detect video shot boundaries and to record an
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associated closed caption information. 
Additionally, LVASR can be used to obtain a 
transcription. Optionally, ancillary source material 
can be added to the database to improve the 
accuracy or to bring in other information suitable for 
indexing and retrieval of the video content. 
Examples include: offline 
transcriptions, manual annotations, topic 
classifications, post-production scripts, metadata 
such as actors' names, genera classifications, 
etc..” 
 
Pg. 9: 
 
For each television program in the database, the 
following multimedia data are stored on a server and 
are accessible via HTTP: 
• 6 Mbps MPEG-2 program stream, 
• JPEG frames and associated metadata (e.g. time 
within the broadcast that the frame was sampled, 
type of video transition) representing each scene, 
• program metadata including title, broadcaster, time 
and date the program aired, 
• closed caption text… 
 
Pg. 4: 
 
[M]ultimedia database which includes not only 
metadata such as program title etc., but also detailed 
content-specific index data that are extracted 
from the content either by automatic media 
processing techniques (e.g., video indexing, audio 
indexing), or manually by a human. 
 
See also Fig. 1 “Media Analysis - Metadata 
Extraction” 

[1.D] analyzing the video 
data …; 

See [1.C], pg. 8. 
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